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An Achievable Dream develops independent, productive citizens through a Social, Academic, and Moral Education.

Our Dreamers Achieved  
New Levels in Technology!

During the first semester, high school students Drew, Steviey, and Dajah, from An 
Achievable Dream Middle and High School in Newport News, competed in the 

2021 Congressional App Challenge, with 
the assistance of Kyle Thompson from 
NASA. The Congressional App Challenge 
is a competition aimed at encouraging 
high school students to learn how to code, 
hosted by members of Congress from their 
district.

Just before the holidays, Congressman 
Bobby Scott held the 2021 Congressional 
App Challenge Reception and Awards 
Ceremony via Zoom. He spoke briefly 
to students and guests about the 
importance of STEM and the direction 
our nation will take in the near future 
with STEM jobs and opportunities leading the way. All contestants were introduced 

and their app was shown, along with the video they submitted 
explaining the purpose of their team’s app.

Dr. Tina Manglicmot, Chief Academic Officer for Newport News 
Public Schools, praised our students for their contributions to the 
challenge. “I applaud all three of you for your creativity, coding 
skills, and presentation skills. I also encourage all three of you 
to stay this course as our community, both locally and nationally, 
needs creative coding minds.”

Our team earned third place in the challenge and received 
a NASA goodie bag filled with 
educational supplies, a Congressional 
Recognition Certificate and a photo with 
Congressman Scott.

We are incredibly proud of them!
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I am thrilled to embark on a 
new year, and cannot wait 

for the opportunities that 2022 
holds. Together with our part-
ners in 2021, we continued to 
navigate the challenges of the 
pandemic, overcame obstacles 
with resiliency, and displayed 
the true meaning of community. 
We returned safely to in-person 

Continued on page 7

Above, left: Congressman Bobby Scott
The screen at left shows the app that AAD 
students developed.

Staff and students attend the 2021 Congressional 
App Challenge Reception and Awards Ceremony 
via Zoom, with Congressman Bobby Scott.



Although we have made the difficult decision not to hold 
a full gala for the 29th Annual Tennis Ball, together 

with our sponsors, we are keeping dreams center stage. We 
depend on our event sponsors to raise the necessary funds 
for this event. These funds provide resources for our stu-
dents, including extended academic time, uniforms, clubs, 
field trips, social and emotional learning, wrap-around ser-
vices, and many more aspects of our program. 

Our community of supporters has shown their dedication 
to our students’ dreams, and we are proud to say that 
they have stepped up to close the funding gap to continue 
to provide support, opportunities, and resources to our 
students! We are dedicated to keeping our students’ 
dreams center stage, so we are turning the spotlight on 
YOU! We are immensely grateful for our sponsors and 
donors and we celebrate YOU, our Dream Community!

29th Annual Tennis Ball:
Keeping Dreams 
Center Stage

Gold Sponsors
Busch Gardens

C.D. West & Company  
Real Estate

Oyster Pointer 
Newport Management Co., Inc.

W.M. Jordan Company, Inc.

Silver Sponsors
Canon Virginia, Inc. 

Dister, Inc. 

Bronze Sponsors
Nancy Cannon 

Greg Garrett Realty
Phillip Jones

Dr. Ashby Kilgore

Dr. Fred W. Lindsay, D.O.
Larry and Nettie Orie

Payday Payroll
Dwight and Barbara West

Premier Sponsors 

Dream Sponsors 

Celebration Sponsors 

Platinum Sponsors 

Plot Twist!
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In association with the Rotary 
Club of the Virginia Peninsula

Mr. and Mrs.  
F. Lewis Wood
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THIRD ANNUAL

A NIGHT TO 
DREAM

Due to the surge in COVID-19 cases locally and 
nationally, we have made the decision NOT to 

hold an in-person celebration for the third annual A 
Night to Dream. Even though we are disappointed not 
to be able to gather in-person, we know it is the right 
decision for the safety of all involved.

But the Dream Community in Virginia Beach 
stands up and stands out, choosing to support 

our Dreamers no matter what. As our program in 
Virginia Beach continues to grow, this support is 
more important to our Dreamers than ever before. 
By maintaining their support of An Achievable Dream 
no matter what, these sponsors are paving the way 
for success for deserving students in Virginia Beach. 
With YOU, our incredible Dream Community, we are 
building bright futures!

YOU are the secret  
hero of the show! 

But we can’t  
keep it a secret!

WE SOLVED  
THE MARDI GRAS 

MYSTERY!

UN-SAVE THE DATE!

Ruby Sponsors
Cox Communications

KPMG
State Farm

Veterans United Foundation
City of Virginia Beach

Amethyst Sponsors
BDB Construction Corp.

Gromelski & Associates, Inc.
Harbor Group International
Kaufman & Canoles, P.C.

Ann and Rusty Onhaizer
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Schellhammer

Wegmans
Dwight and Barbara West

Brant and Cary 
Feldman

Jay and Jodi 
Klebanoff

Premier Sponsors 

Emerald Sponsors

Platinum Sponsor Yellow Diamond Sponsors 
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Shukita Massey is a 2001 graduate 
of An Achievable Dream. After 

graduating from AAD, Shukita attended 
Mary Baldwin College and the College 
of William and Mary School of Law. 
Since graduating from law school, she 
has dedicated her career to public ser-
vice in the Hampton Roads area, as a 
law clerk with the Newport News Circuit 
Court and as a prosecuting attorney, 
which she has been doing for nearly 
12 years. In her current role as Senior 
Assistant Commonwealth’s Attorney for 
the City of Hampton, she prosecutes 
misdemeanor and felony offenses in-
volving violent crimes against persons 
and property crimes. “I love my career 
because it allows me to meet people 
from all walks of life and assist them 
through challenging circumstances,” 
Shukita shared. Although Shukita en-
joys the courtroom, she loves creating 
memories with her family as well. “I 

especially enjoy working with children. 
In my spare time, I enjoy spending 
time with my family and binge watch-
ing my favorite television shows.”

When reflecting on her experience 
at An Achievable Dream, she 
understands how fortunate she was to 
be a part of a program that invested 
in her future. She believes that the 
recitation of the banners was one 
of her most impactful experiences 
as she navigated the program. “As 
a young student, I did not realize 
the power of affirmations and what 
it meant to manifest my dreams 
through the power of my words. As 
an adult, I understand that reciting 
the banners on a daily basis increased 
my confidence and helped me to 
concentrate on achieving my goals.” 
Shukita is thankful to An Achievable 
Dream for introducing the banners to 
her at a young age. 

One of her favorite quotes is, “Self-
belief and hard work will always earn 
you success.” When asked what values 
An Achievable Dream instilled in her 
that have carried her into adulthood, 
Shukita stated, “From the very 
beginning, An Achievable Dream has 
always instilled in its students to work 

hard and believe in yourself, which 
are principles that I have carried into 
adulthood.” 

She recently wrote a children’s 
book, Oh, Parker! and visited each of 
our localities to read her book to our 
Dreamers. We have two of her books 
in each of our school libraries. “One of 
my goals in writing Oh, Parker! was to 
show that the possibilities for growth 
and renewal are endless! I want young 
ladies to know that they do not have to 
be confined or restricted to one thing. 
Whatever you set your mind to do is 
achievable if you only believe!”

Shukita encourages the regional 
community to recognize AAD’s impact 
on its students and graduates. “As 
a former student of AAD, I can truly 
say that every director, administrator, 
teacher, and staff person is passionate 
about the program’s purpose and 
mission. I wish that the ideals and 
values that AAD instills in its students 
could be utilized and taught in all 
schools across the nation; that’s 
how amazing I believe AAD is! AAD 
prepares students and graduates for 
the real world and teaches them how 
to be productive citizens in society. I 
am super proud to be an alumna!”

Alumni Spotlight: 
Shukita Massey, Class of 2001

1.  Shukita with fellow Class of 2001 alumni, Christie Davis. They 
have been close friends since meeting at AAD in the third grade. 

2. Signing copies of her books at Seatack Elementary. 

3. Shukita with her husband and two sons.

4. Reading her book to students at Seatack.

1

2

3

4
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Eric Heckstall, Class of 2001. I live in Hampton with my 
wife and three kids. My youngest is in third grade, and 
my two oldest are students at the College of William and 
Mary and Norfolk State University. I own a heating and air 
conditioning company, 7 Cities Air, that I started myself, 
and now have six employees. Throughout my childhood, An 
Achievable Dream helped me in many ways. It provided me 
with different opportunities that I wouldn’t have received 
anywhere else. It instilled a positive mindset and morals 
at an early age that I still practice today in every aspect 
of my business and personal life. In the future, I plan 
on expanding my business from HVAC to building new 
construction homes, watching my kids become adults, and 
traveling more!

Teresa Boyd, Class of 2004. I live in Hampton 
and work as a Senior Account Executive at Portfolio 
Recovery Associates. It is very difficult to pinpoint which 
accomplishments or milestones I’m most proud of since 
all of them are dear and special to me because of what I 
had to endure to get there. However, I can say that I beat 
the odds of having a brain tumor in elementary school 
and became the first in my family to graduate from high 
school and college. Absolutely everything from the Dream 
family prepared me for my life now. AAD was and still is 
my family because I’ve spent most of my time with you 
all. I was surrounded by my fathers, mothers, brothers, 
sisters, aunts, and uncles. AAD taught me everything 
from discipline, respect, repeating the banners every day, 
etiquette classes, and daily uniform inspections. These 
things play a major role in my life today. I’m blessed to 
be here, and I live life one day at a time. I am constantly 
instilling a love of learning into my great nieces, nephews, 
and cousins. 

Alicia Brown, Class of 2005. I am transitioning into the 
education field after taking a year off to complete my 
military obligations. I am an eighth-grade special education 

teacher in Concord, NC. I have successfully completed 
company command time while assigned to the 414th 
Transportation Company (Army Reserve) in Orangeburg, 
SC. I was responsible for 165 soldiers and transportation 
assets totaling more than $25 million. Upon completion, I 
was selected to serve as the Rear Detachment Commander 
for 846th Transportation Company in Salisbury, NC. An 
Achievable Dream has instilled in me the importance of 
education and community service. As you can tell in my 
career choices, I feel that my purpose in life is to help 
others, particularly at-risk children. Their success, big or 
small, brings me so much gratitude and fulfillment. Over 
the next few years I plan to dedicate time to focus more 
on myself. I’ve given and sacrificed so much that I put 
my personal goals on hold. I am working to complete my 
master’s degree and starting a family. My husband and I 
welcomed our first child in October.

Ari’l Lyles, Class of 2014. After graduating college, I 
returned to Newport News to give back to my community 
by working at An Achievable Dream Middle and High School 
as the Athletics and Events Coordinator. My current job 
allows me to interact within the lives of students and to be 
a positive role-model for them. My life accomplishment that 
I am most proud of is completing my bachelor’s degree in 
four years, graduating from Virginia State University. An 
Achievable Dream prepared me for my career and life now 
by giving me the tools to exceed my own expectations, and 
to respect the core human values that we act upon on a 
daily basis. AAD has allowed me to come back home to be 
even more of an influence than I ever imagined. Being a 
part of the program has given me opportunities to be more 
than what society has placed on me. My next steps of life 
will be to apply for and start my master’s program. I have 
plans to study counseling and to continue my work within 
the school system. I enjoy being able to provide and guide 
students with the proper tools to success.

Alumni Highlights — Selected Class Notes

Eric Heckstall Teresa Boyd Alicia Brown Ari’l Lyles
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PROFILES IN LEADERSHIP: 

A Conversation with Dr. Lee Vreeland  
and Dr. Willard Maxwell, Jr.,  
Senior Pastor, New Beech Grove Baptist Church

Dr. Vreeland: Can you share about 
your first experience with An Achievable 
Dream? What were your impressions or 
takeaways from that experience? 

Dr. Maxwell: During my first 
encounter with An Achievable Dream, 
I was preparing for my annual InTouch 
Basketball event to unite the police 
and the community. I met you and 
asked if New Beech Grove Baptist 
Church could host the event at An 
Achievable Dream. The InTouch 
Basketball Tournament was beautiful. 
Everyone felt welcome and the 
volunteers felt the hospitality from An 
Achievable Dream. It was simply an 
amazing experience. An Achievable 
Dream also had the Men in the Making 
program in our church building.

LV: We held the Men in the Making 
camp at New Beech Grove Baptist 
Church because we wanted to broaden 
our outreach to the northern Newport 
News community. An Achievable 
Dream students are primarily from 
the southeast community. We thought 
it was important for An Achievable 
Dream to expand our reach beyond 
our students. 

WM: Those are a few of my many 
experiences with AAD, and we’ve 
continued to work together to make 
sure that we sustain the community 
and create a safe environment for the 
students. So, I’m always glad to partner 
with your organization. 

LV: How would you describe your 
leadership from your perspective, 
through your ministry, your roots in 
education, and your service in the 
community? 

WM: In regard to my leadership in 
the community, I work heavily with 
the Newport News Police Department. 
I’m a volunteer Police Chaplain 
because I believe that you can’t 
make a difference if you don’t build 
relationships. I also serve as the 
NAACP president and a member of 
the Police Foundation Board. In my 
community roles, I’ve been able to 
have tough conversations with the 
Newport News Police Department 
and work to bridge the gap between 
the African-American community and 

the police. I believe you have to be 
engaged in the community to be a 
community leader. I also work with 
Newport News Public Schools and I 
often communicate with Dr. Parker, 
the NNPS Superintendent. When the 
shooting violence occurred at Heritage 
High School, I made sure I was 
present to offer support. Because of 
my educational background, whenever 
crises occur at Newport News schools, 
I ensure that I am present because I 
am always concerned. Also, because 
I am the NAACP president, I work to 
forge relationships with those in the 
community, even when we have to 
have tough conversations.

LV: It sounds like you approach 
leadership from a partnership 
standpoint. 

WM: Yes, I believe that my leadership 
is built on partnerships, and my church 
offers many different partnerships. 
Leadership is not about who receives 
credit for the work, as long as the work 
gets done.

LV: How would you approach 
programming from a community 
perspective to ensure that leaders are 
coming together instead of working 
independently to solve issues? 

WM: I’ve always been in the 
community and I think more people are 
becoming involved in the community 
because of the pandemic. I love 
working together with other people 
because I believe in the collective IQ. 
Together, all of us are smarter than any 
one of us. So, when you bring all the 
different minds and ideas together, the 
result is always better. 

LV: Can you talk about some of the 
biggest challenges, whether through 
COVID or other concerns you have 
faced as a leader?

WM: As a leader, one of the biggest 
challenges I face is change because 
people don’t adapt well to change. 
You have to have enough humility to 
know that when people are familiar 
with you as a leader, they may perceive 
you differently than other leaders. 
Church leaders, in particular, have 
to understand their congregation 
and lead them in a way that makes 
them uncomfortable. Oftentimes, the 
challenges of leaders are stretching 
people without pulling them apart and 
allowing them the momentum to grow 
without impeding you as a leader. 

Continued on page 7

One of the things I’m looking forward to for the future is my 
run for Newport News City Council. I’m always working in the 
community, and I believe that I can unite City Council without 
focusing on politics or personal agendas, but rather, putting the 
citizens of Newport News first. — Dr. Willard Maxwell, Jr.
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learning and continued to engage our 
students through our SAME frame-
work. Our incredible teachers and 
staff went above and beyond to meet 
needs and help our students achieve 
success through virtual field trips, 
Saturday School, supply deliveries, 
and so many other tools for engage-
ment and learning. 

Our organization continued to 
grow through expansion to ninth 
grade at An Achievable Dream Middle 
and High School at Lynnhaven and 
sixth grade at An Achievable Dream 
Certified Academy at Fairfield Middle. 
In 2022, we look forward to provid-
ing our program to more students 
and serving our Dreamers, team, 
and community with excellence. 

Our special events have continued 
to shift and evolve with the ever- 
changing landscape of COVID-19, 
and I am beyond proud of and grate-
ful for our amazing sponsors who 
have stepped up to close funding 
gaps and maintain their support even 
without traditional in-person events. 
As we move ahead together into 
whatever the “new normal” looks 
like, I know one thing for certain: our 
Dreamers and our team are blessed 
to have the community of supporters 
that we do.

On behalf of An Achievable 
Dream, I am exceedingly grateful 
for your continued support of our 
Dreamers, mission, and vision. 
Because of your dedication to the 
pivotal work we do, we can continue 
to help our Dreamers achieve new 
levels of success this year. I hope you 
enjoy reading some of the highlights 
from the close of a phenomenal year, 
and I look forward to creating many 
exciting memories with you in 2022! 

With great appreciation,
Lee Vreeland, Ed.D., 
President and CEO

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGEProfiles, continued from page 6
Continued from page 1That is my greatest challenge as a 

pastor — helping people accept change 
and want to move forward. 

LV: Can you talk about your 
background in education, and how it 
serves you in your career now? 

WM: I began my educational career 
as an exceptional education teacher. 
I majored in exceptional education at 
Georgia Southern University and began 
my first year as a teacher in 1997. 
After serving as a teacher, I became an 
assistant principal and then a principal. 
In order to be an effective leader, you 
have to be a great follower. You have to 
understand and submit to authority, as 
long as their practices are not unethical. 
I’m glad I experienced serving as 
a principal and a real estate broker 
before becoming a pastor because 
those administrative skills gave me 
my business acumen and taught me 
to hold myself and those I’m leading 
accountable.

LV: What’s next for Newport News? 
How do you see us moving forward as 
a city? 

WM: I see us hopefully working 
together and becoming more cohesive. 
I accept people for who they are, and 
I try to find the similarities between 
individuals to bring them together. 
Whether I’m working with the City 
Council, Mayor, or Newport News Public 
Schools Superintendent, my goal is to 
unite everyone. 

LV: What are you most looking forward 
to for the future? 

WM: One of the things I’m looking 
forward to for the future is my run 
for Newport News City Council. I’m 
always working in the community, and 
I believe that I can unite City Council 
without focusing on politics or personal 
agendas, but rather, putting the citizens 
of Newport News first. For example, 
I faced some criticism because the 
NAACP partnered with the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference. 
Often, these organizations are viewed 
as partisan, when they’re meant to be 
nonpartisan. These organizations are 

not Republican or Democratic; they 
were created to help people of color, 
minorities, and other marginalized 
groups who continue to have their 
rights infringed upon. 

LV: As you are aware, politics are more 
divisive than ever in this country, and 
we know that united, we’re stronger. As 
a council member, what would be your 
role in helping to bring people back 
together? 

WM: My role would involve working 
together with other council members 
to ensure that we take care of the 
citizens of Newport News, our schools, 
economic development and the broader 
community. I want to make sure that 
we are taking care of those who are 
currently in Newport News and those 
who are soon to come. We need to 
make Newport News a place where 
everyone will want to live. 

LV: How do we advocate for leaders to 
focus on what’s in the best interest of 
our community?

WM: It’s better for leaders to focus on 
the community as a whole because as 
Dr. King said, “Injustice anywhere is a 
threat to justice everywhere.” So if we 
are not creating equitable opportunities 
for members of our communities, we 
are not doing them justice. We must 
educate each other about the inequities 
that are prevalent in our communities 
and provide enough opportunities to 
level the playing field. 

LV: One of the things that Walter 
Segaloff, the founder of An Achievable 
Dream, said to me that resonated with 
me the most in this role is if everyone 
is happy with you at the end of the 
day, then you’re not a good leader. As 
a leader, that is difficult to accept, but 
ultimately you recognize that change 
takes place when you aren’t focused on 
pleasing everyone. 

WM: Exactly, because if you aren’t 
just focused on taking a stance on 
something, then you can understand, 
learn from, and learn to speak from 
different perspectives. 
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We are honored to have the opportunity to sponsor a 
classroom in the new An Achievable Dream Middle 

and High School at Lynnhaven. When we first visited Seatack 
Elementary An Achievable Dream Academy, we were so 
inspired by AAD’s unique program and the supportive and 
enriching environment for all of the students. We are thrilled 
to help with this new and exciting chapter of AAD as it 
expands so students in Virginia Beach can continue having this 
amazing education through the 12th grade. 

It is very meaningful for us to honor our father, Dr. Ronald 
Dozoretz, with this classroom sponsorship in his memory. 
Our father valued accessibility to education and promoted 
opportunities for all students. One of his most treasured 
accomplishments was establishing the Dozoretz National 
Institute for Mathematics in Applied Science (DNIMAS) at 
Norfolk State University in 1985. This program has continued 
to enable thousands of minority students to attend graduate 
programs in medicine and applied sciences. In addition, our 
father was a founding member and past president of the 
former Hebrew Academy of Tidewater and also served on the 
faculty in the department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Science 
at EVMS. As a psychiatrist and a founder of FHC Health 
Systems and Value Options, he dedicated his life to improving 
the quality of behavioral health in this country. 

Our father’s work ethic, determination and integrity reflect 
some of AAD’s core values. We know that he would have been 
so impressed and proud of this extraordinary school and how 
it has helped change the lives of so many individuals. We 
hope to continue our father’s legacy through our support of An 
Achievable Dream.

Shari Friedman and Renee Strelitz,  
daughters of the late Dr. Ronald Dozoretz

A Family Legacy, A Growing Dream

As we expand An Achievable Dream’s 
program in Virginia Beach with the 

construction of An Achievable Dream Middle & 
High School at Lynnhaven, many members of 
the community are stepping up to support this 
new growth and the students AAD will continue 
to serve by sponsoring a classroom or space 
in the new building. Sisters Renee Strelitz and 
Shari Friedman believe deeply in the impact of 
An Achievable Dream in the community, and 
are inspired by the legacy of their late father, 
Dr. Ronald Dozoretz, in their sponsorship of 
the Determination Classroom at the Middle & 
High School (currently projected to open in 
September 2023). They share more about the 
family’s belief in investing in the community, 
and honoring their father’s legacy:

The Friedman Family

The Strelitz Family

Left to right: Shari 
Friedman, the late  
Dr. Ronald Dozoretz,  
and Renee Strelitz
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An Achievable Dream  
Middle & High School at Lynnhaven

Space Sponsorship Opportunities
Classroom and space sponsors at An 
Achievable Dream have a unique opportunity 
to make a long-term impact, inspiring 
others with a visual representation of their 
commitment to supporting education. Make 
your mark on the future!

An Achievable Dream Middle & High 
School at Lynnhaven — Classrooms 
and Spaces
Limited number of spaces available
•  Middle School Classrooms 
•  High School Classrooms
•  High School Science Labs
• The Commons
•  Auditorium Event Space

Classroom and Space Sponsorship

We are thrilled to help with this new and exciting chapter of AAD as it expands so students  
in Virginia Beach can continue having this amazing education through the 12th grade. 

— The Dozoretz Family

“ It feels like I am a part of something big with the 
growth of An Achievable Dream. We will have a lot 
of pride in our new building and it will be great to 
have our own high school. I am looking forward 
to the learning spaces that are being built into the 
design to help us learn and grow.”

—  Jasmyn M., Student at AAD Middle  
& High School at Lynnhaven

For more information on sponsoring a 
classroom or space, contact Lee Vreeland  

at lvreeland@achievabledream.org.



To our Boards of Directors, 
thank you for your time,  

your commitment,  
and your belief in the Dream.

An Achievable Dream, Inc.
Brian K. Skinner, Chair 

Mari Ann Banks
Bill Brundage

Elizabeth B. David
William Downey

Ivan “Bubba” Hutchison
Nancy L. Levin
Keira Lombardo

Paul Muse
Matt Needy

Mario Stellute
Kelly Till

C. Dwight West

AAD Middle & High School, Inc.
Richard A. Coleman, Chair

Ray Bagley
Arthur S. Casey

Denise Chamblee
Michael Daniels
Chris Edinger
Jeff Gehris

Kevin Harrison
Marsha Hudgins
Branch Lawson

Thomas W. Meehan, Sr.

AAD Endowment, Inc. 
Timothy P. Dykstra, Chair

Marvin Friedberg, Vice Chair
E.D. David, Treasurer/Secretary 

Anne Conner
William Ermatinger

Gordon L. Gentry, Jr. 
Aubrey Layne, Jr. 

Steve Roberts

AAD Virginia Beach 
Charles Barker, Chair

Jay Klebanoff, Vice Chair
Cheryl McLeskey, Director Emeritus

Joan Berlin
Crystal B. Bright
Tony Brothers

Christopher “Kit” Chope
Carol Curtis

William “Billy” Foster
Craig Grube 
Lori Kalfus

Frances Luter
John Lynch
EJ Manuel

Will Morrison
Bev Sessoms
Jeff Silverman

Annabelle Stiffler
Michael V. Taylor

Christopher W. Washington
Vanessa Yearick

AAD Certified Academies
Dr. Catina Bullard-Clark, Chair

Courtney Graves
Peggy Layne
Doug Lutz

Gabriel Morgan
Bruce Rubin

Three Decades  
of Dreams! 
2022 marks the 30th year that An Achievable 

Dream has inspired hope through education for 
our Dreamers. Our founder Walter S. Segaloff knew 
the importance of bringing equity to education for students 
who lived in underserved communities. In 1992, he saw a way to change lives. 

Mr. Segaloff partnered with corporate leaders, 
educators, city officials, and members of the 
military to launch An Achievable Dream. In 
November 2022, we will commemorate the 
legacy of Walter Segaloff at the 30th Annual 
Tennis Ball. We are so grateful for Mr. Segaloff’s 
vision to provide bright futures for students 
in his community. As we celebrate our 30th 
anniversary all year long, we honor his legacy 
yesterday, today, and into the future.
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Dr. Vreeland’s 25th Anniversary  
with An Achievable Dream
In January, we celebrated our fearless leader, Dr. Lee Vreeland’s 25th anniversary 

with An Achievable Dream! We are so grateful for her leadership, wisdom, humor, 
and grace. After holding nearly every leadership role within the organization and 
starting her education career in our schools, she brings a unique perspective to the 
role of President/CEO of An Achievable Dream. Our students’ best interest is always 
her chief concern, and she leads her team by motivating them to greater heights and 
setting an example of excellence. Dr. Vreeland was mentored by our late founder, 

Walter Segaloff, and we have no doubt that he would be 
proud of all she has accomplished and all she has led the 
organization to achieve. 

After holding the role of President/CEO for a little over 
a year, Dr. Vreeland faced the momentous challenge 
of leading our organization through the pandemic. 
From day one, she provided connection, unity, and 
space for our team to get through it together. But most 
importantly, she saw and met the needs of our students 
and their families from the onset of the pandemic and 
continues to do so today. 

Our Dreamers are at the heart of everything we do, and to Dr. Vreeland, her 
Dreamers are her “babies” and her greatest pride and passion in life. As all Dreamer 
alumni can attest, Dr. Vreeland is there for them, no matter what. 

From all of us at An Achievable Dream, we thank Dr. Vreeland for her tireless 
dedication, vision, and leadership. We look forward to all the future holds for our 
team! Join us in congratulating her on this remarkable milestone!

— The Achievable Dream Team
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Remembering Charles Spencer, Jr.
We were deeply saddened to learn of the passing of 

Charles (Charlie) Spencer, a pillar in the Newport 
News community, on January 2, 2022. Charlie was one 
of AAD’s most staunch supporters for nearly 30 years, 
almost since the program began. He first joined the Col-
lege and Career Scholarships, Inc. board at its inception 
in 2008. This board later became the AAD Middle & High 
School board, of which he was a member until his pass-
ing. He and his family supported AAD in many other capac-
ities. He was passionate about ensuring our Dreamers had 
the opportunities they needed for the bright futures he knew 
they deserved. He was incredibly proud of the classroom 
sponsorship at AAD Middle & High School in Newport News, 
selecting the character trait “Determination” and sponsoring 
the classroom with his wife, Mrs. Anne Douglas Spencer, in 
memory of Thelma Taylor Spencer.

He defined the meaning of “determination,” always 
going the extra mile for his family, his business, and his 
community, and set a true example of citizenship, kindness 
and dedication. He will be deeply and truly missed by all who 
knew him, and we know all who had the pleasure to know or 
work with him share these feelings of loss.

We have gathered some photos of Mr. Spencer through 
the years with An Achievable Dream, including his classroom 
panel at the Middle & High School. It was clear that his 
passion and dedication for this organization, and for 
everything he did, created a legacy for his family to honor.

Our hearts go out to his family as they mourn his passing. 
Please join us in keeping them in your thoughts and prayers 
over the coming weeks and months.

At An Achievable Dream, we often say, “Once a Dreamer, 
always a Dreamer.” Mr. Spencer will always be a Dreamer.

President’s Advisory Council

During the first semester, our President and CEO  
Dr. Vreeland created the President’s Advisory Council 

at all campuses to connect with student leaders. Members 
of the President’s Advisory Council at each campus had 
the opportunity to meet with Dr. Vreeland on Zoom. This 
council allows our students to understand leadership, 
community impact, and the meaning of our What It Takes 
mindset for success. As a President’s Advisory Council 
member, students explore their roles as student leaders, 
provide their input and ideas, and facilitate conversation 
among their peers. Thank you, Dr. Vreeland, for creating 
this leadership opportunity for our Dreamers!

Student 
members of 

the President’s 
Advisory 

Council during 
a session with 

Dr. Vreeland

Members of the 
Council received 
a special gift from 
Dr. Vreeland: 
Council shirts, a 
president’s coin, 
and a logoed 
water bottle!

Charles 
Spencer’s 
AAD Middle 
and High 
School 
Classroom 
panel in 
honor of 
Mrs. Thelma 
Taylor 
Spencer

Sallie Belle Benedetti  
and Charles Spencer at  
AAD’s Tennis Ball gala

Left to right: Charles Spencer, Jr., Kathy 
Edwards, former AAD President/CEO, 
and Gordon Gentry, AAD Board Member
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What’s Happening at An Achievable Dream?
A big Dreamer congratulations to  
Mrs. Katrina Rowson, literacy coach  
at Seatack Elementary An 
Achievable Dream Academy, for 
being recognized with the People 
Taking Action Award by WTKR 
News 3! This award recognized  
Mrs. Rowson’s hard work and 
dedication to the students at Seatack.

Congratulations to the 
Dreamers at AAD Academy in 
Newport News and AAD Middle 
& High School at Lynnhaven 
who received perfect 
attendance during Saturday 
School! Our Dreamers excel 
on the weekends, too!

During the season of gratitude, AAD showed how thankful 
we were for our bus drivers and their dedication to our 
Dreamers. As a token of our appreciation, each bus driver 
received a letter from Dr. Vreeland and a special gift.

Newport News Public Schools and Riverside Health System partnered with AAD to host a vaccine 
clinic at the Academy for children ages 5 –11. Thank you, Riverside, for your continued partnership.

A very special thanks to our board member and pediatric 
ophthalmologist, Dr. Denise Chamblee of Hampton Roads 
Eye Associates, for providing 12 of our An Achievable Dream 
Middle & High School Dreamers with free eye exams and 
glasses!

Congratulations to second-grader, 
Major, and fifth-grader, Nehveah 
who were the runner-up and 
winner of the An Achievable 
Dream Certified Academy at 
Highland Springs Elementary 
School spelling bee! 

Our partners at TowneBank led a 
What It Takes session with our 
seventh and eighth-graders at An 
Achievable Dream Middle & High 
School in Newport News. Ms. Denise 
Counce, Senior Vice President of 
Diversity and Inclusion, spoke with 
students about how to renew their 
attitudes and encouraged them to rethink 
their choices to become accountable students. Thank you, 
TowneBank, for your partnership and investment in our Dreamers!

High school jazz band students 
at An Achievable Dream Middle 
& High School in Newport News 
attended the Branford Marsalis 
Masterclass at Norfolk State 
University. Students enjoyed 
music selections from CNU, ODU, 
and NSU, and met Mr. Marsalis!
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Our partners at Newport News 
Shipbuilding held a What It Takes 
session with our tenth- and 
eleventh-grade students at An 
Achievable Dream Middle & High 
School in Newport News. The topic 
was “Demonstrating a Positive 
Attitude in the Workplace.” Thank 
you, Newport News Shipbuilding, 
for your continued partnership!

Thank you to the 
Peninsula Community 
Foundation for 
making the holidays 
a little brighter for 
our Newport News 
families this year! 
Food and holiday gift 
deliveries were made 
possible with their 
grant support.

A special thanks to the 
Virginia Natural Gas 
Foundation for awarding 
AAD with a $25,000 
grant to support our 
Diversity, Equity, and 
Inclusion efforts in 
Newport News and 
Virginia Beach. We are 
grateful to VNG for their 
continued partnership 
with AAD.

Members of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. gifted AAD 
Academy and AAD Middle and High School with three 
truckloads of school supplies. 

Crystal Bright, 
a member of An 
Achievable Dream 
Virginia Beach’s 
Board of Directors, 
presented a 
$10,000 check for 
Dominion Energy’s 
holiday support of 
AAD Virginia Beach! A special thanks to Hall Automotive and the MileOne Auto Group for their 

holiday gift of $15,000 to AAD. This grant supports our field-trip transportation 
efforts in Virginia Beach. 

Students at AAD Academy in Newport 
News “pied” their administrators for 
their United Way Campaign. Our 
students and staff raised a total of 
$2,135 during the pie in the face 
campaign!

Members of the hydroponics club at An 
Achievable Dream Certified Academy at Fairfield 
Middle participated in the Cornerstone Fall 
Festival. The students gave away microgreen 
transplants to members of the community and 
conducted farming demonstrations.

An Achievable Dream Certified 
Academy at Fairfield Middle 
teachers participated in a hands-on 
professional development exercise 
on building relationships and 
collaboration.

Cohort II of the CNU Community Captains 
met at Christopher Newport University for 
a campus tour, orientation, and academic 
sessions. Thank you, CNU, for creating this 
opportunity for our Dreamers!
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What’s Happening at An Achievable Dream?

AAD 
partnered 
with Rose 
& Womble 
to deliver 
Thanksgiving 
baskets to 
families. With 
the help of 
our staff and 
alumni, we 

distributed goods to families at all 
six of our campuses!

Students from 
Christopher 
Newport 
University and 
AAD Middle and 
High School 
partnered to 
address climate 
change. They 
carried out the 
work of artist, 
Maya Lin, who 
created a ghost 

forest of 49 forty-foot-tall dead Atlantic White 
Cedar trees on display in New York City. 
Throughout a three-week-long study, CNU and 
AAD students planted 49 Atlantic White Cedar 
seedlings and measured their response to 
climate change.

Grand opening! The 
bookstore at AAD 
Middle and High 
School at Lynnhaven 
opened in the first 
semester!

The Newport News Fire 
Department visited AAD 
Academy in Newport News to 
teach our Dreamers about the 
importance of fire safety.

Ninth-grade Dreamers at An Achievable Dream 
Middle & High School at Lynnhaven went on a 
field trip to the bowling alley! They learned about 
the science, history, and math associated with 
bowling. Sounds like a strike for our Dreamers!

We were honored to 
be the recipient of the 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Beloved Community 
Education Justice 
Award presented 
by Virginia Union 
University during 
the 44th Annual 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Community Leaders 
Celebration on January 17, 2022.

A special thanks 
to Waterman’s 
Surfside Grille, 
Chix on the 
Beach, and The Shack for hosting the Crush 
N’ Run 5K race with proceeds benefiting An 
Achievable Dream and other local nonprofits!

An Achievable 
Dream Middle & High 
School in Newport 
News held College 
Application Week. 
Seniors researched and 
submitted applications 
to the colleges they 
want to attend. 
Teachers also shared 
their college experiences 
with students!

At An Achievable Dream, 
our community partners 
understand that strong 
communities are built on the 
roots that anchor them. Our 
partners at the Newport News 
Fire Department know that in 
order to continue to progress 
as a community, we must 
acknowledge those who laid 
a firm foundation on which 
we stand. Our President 
and CEO, Dr. Lee Vreeland’s 
grandfather was a pillar in the 

Newport News Fire Department during his 42 years of service. Newport News 
Fire Chief Jeff Johnson and the station which Dr. Vreeland’s grandfather served 
recently delivered flowers to her grandmother to pay homage to the many 
years of his sacrifice and service to the community. Community support means 
going the extra mile — community is family!

A special 
thank you 
to the 

Richard S. Reynolds Foundation for their recent 
grant which supports the What It Takes program 
in Henrico County!



Holiday Hospitality at An Achievable Dream

Faculty and staff from all six campuses 
came together at the James River 
Country Club for the Annual Holiday 
Party. There were many laughs, great 
stories, and fellowship for everyone 
who attended. Staff members 
received awards, and prizes were 
raffled throughout the event. What a 
wonderful celebration for the holidays!

A special thank you to our community 
partner, Wendy Drucker, for donating 
books for each of our Dreamers at 
AAD Academy in Newport News to 
take home over their holiday break! 
We appreciate your support of AAD 
and your generous holiday gift to our 
Dreamers!

AAD delivered holiday meals and gifts to families across all six 
campuses for the holiday season. Together, we gifted more than 
232 meals and gifts to our Dreamers!

The Noblemen of Virginia Beach donated 75 dictionaries to our 
third-grade Dreamers at Seatack Elementary AAD Academy.

Faculty and staff 
from our Virginia 
Beach campuses felt 
the holiday spirit as 
they joined forces to 
purchase holiday gifts for 
Dreamers!

Our AAD faculty 
and staff work 
diligently to 
provide the best 
educational 
experiences for 
our Dreamers. 

We love to show our appreciation to them 
and their lasting impact on our team!A very special thanks to our 

community partners, Bubba Hutchison 
and Howard Hanna Real Estate, for 
sponsoring the 2021 Holiday Toy Drive 
and to Good Vibes for hosting the 
event to benefit our Dreamers at AAD 
Academy in Newport News! There 
are no words to describe the joy our 
Dreamers felt this holiday season.
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Classroom and Space 
Sponsorship Opportunities
An Achievable Dream Middle  
& High School at Lynnhaven — 
Classrooms and Spaces
Limited number of spaces 
available
•  Middle School Classrooms 
•  High School Classrooms 
•  High School Science Labs
• The Commons 
•  Auditorium Event Space

Want to go green? 
You can now choose to 
receive Achievements  
ONLY in your inbox!  
Visit achievabledream.

org/publications to opt in 
to paperless publications!

Be sure to connect with us  
online on Facebook, Instagram, 
Twitter and LinkedIn.

An Achievable Dream, Inc.
10858 Warwick Blvd., Suite A
Newport News, VA 23601
(757) 599-9472
information@AchievableDream.org
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Thank you to our Achievements sponsors:

Stay Connected with An Achievable Dream. Sign up to receive our monthly email newsletter, the Power of the Dream, and receive 
the latest information on our Dreamers. Go to www.AchievableDream.org or send an email to information@AchievableDream.org.

An Achievable Dream Middle  
& High School at Lynnhaven

For more information on 
sponsoring a classroom or space, 

contact Lee Vreeland at  
lvreeland@achievabledream.org.

“ We found it incredibly meaningful not only to work with An Achievable 
Dream, but also to better understand the mission and values they carry into 
everything they do. We realized early on that our own core values for school 
design were the norm for An Achievable Dream. We strive for innovative 
learning environments that can better prepare students for college and the 
workplace. An Achievable Dream takes those ideas further, and it lifted our 
team knowing that we had an incredible design partner to create the high 
school expansion in Virginia Beach.” — Clay Dills, Dills Architects
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